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WHO ARE WE?

WHAT MAKES US DIFFERENT?

HOW DO THESE DIFFERENCES BENEFIT YOU?

HOW WILL WE WORK TOGETHER?

IMPORTANT QUESTIONS

We manage fi nancial assets, but our mission is to provide confi dence and clarity so 

you can focus on what’s important. A global investment partner whose interests are 

aligned with yours is crucial to helping you get there.
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We are among the world’s largest investment fi rms, serving individuals, institutions, multigenerational families, not-for-prof-

it organizations, endowments, and foundations. Our clients include executives, entrepreneurs, business owners, entertain-

ers, and athletes, with goals ranging from preserving wealth to growing it.

With teams in more than 20 countries, we manage nearly half a trillion in client assets. But our ambition is to make each 

client feel like our only client. We balance risk and return, with tailored solutions designed to achieve personal fi nancial 

goals. Every client relationship is unique, but they all benefi t from a global perspective few fi rms can deliver. 

WHO ARE WE?
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PUTTING YOU FIRST
Since our founding nearly 50 years ago, investment research and management have been our only business. We don’t 

advertise. Instead, we’ve become a leader in our fi eld entirely on the recommendations of existing clients and the trust 

of their professional partners. 

POWERFUL PERSPECTIVE
With hundreds of analysts and portfolio managers worldwide, our global footprint results in deep knowledge. Bigger 

doesn’t always mean better, but today’s investment questions transcend borders and require an integrated perspective 

to succeed.

Our clients are clients of the whole fi rm. Everyone on our team plays a specifi c role in tailoring our vast investment 

services to meet the specifi c needs of each client.   

GLOBAL WHEN IT COUNTS, LOCAL WHEN IT MATTERS
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WHAT MAKES US DIFFERENT? 
We are an independent, global investment management fi rm. 

Most fi rms serving individuals and families are wealth advisors who outsource investing to third parties. The people manag-

ing your money don’t know you—or your advisor. This makes it virtually impossible to coordinate efforts, especially at times 

of stress when it matters most.  

Our integrated approach to investing is more effective because it considers your entire relationship. It’s more effi cient 

because nothing stands between you and the management of your money. 
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ALIGNED INTERESTS

ACCOUNTABLE FOR RESULTS
Banks, insurers, and trust companies all provide important services, but different lines of business can cloud priorities. 

We are solely focused on investing your money. That means our interests are aligned with yours, and we’re accountable

for your outcomes.

NO THIRD-PARTIES OR MIDDLEMEN 
When the management of your portfolio is outsourced, it often ends up with too many holdings and higher fees—even when 

the underlying managers are strong. Outsourced portfolios can also lack diversifi cation and have a tendency to follow trends 

at exactly the wrong time.

A BETTER WAY TO INVEST
Our integrated approach draws on the research insights from teams around the globe. Our investment strategies work 

together, sensitive to taxes and risk. And because we are the investors, there is one transparent fee.  
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Taken together, our research expertise, integrated process, and fee effi ciency create an investment foundation that is 

structurally advantaged. No fi rm or investment strategy is perfect in all markets, but we never follow the crowd and our 

clients never need to question who the client really is.

HOW DO THESE DIFFERENCES BENEFIT YOU?
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CLARITY
No conversation about returns is ever complete without discussing risk. We work with you to understand your objectives 

as well as your comfort level with the trade-offs necessary to get there.

CONSISTENCY 
Whether it’s a single investment strategy or a portfolio of investments across asset classes, our goal is always the same: 

providing the most effi cient trade-off of risk and return, tailored to meet your unique objectives.

CONVICTION
The confi dence inspired by “pre-experiencing” investment outcomes allows you to take the risks you need to maximize 

your potential wealth. Seamlessly combining this with research-driven investing is what makes our approach truly integrat-

ed.  It not only makes us different—it makes us better.

AN INTEGRATED APPROACH IS KEY TO CONFIDENCE
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Who we are and what we stand for is the same for every client, but how we work with them is anything but. Life and markets 

are never static, so how we serve and engage our clients isn’t either. 

Our relationships cover a broad spectrum of objectives, and each one is client-driven. 

HOW WILL WE WORK TOGETHER?
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INTEGRATED SOLUTIONS
Whether you’re focused on lifetime spending, generational wealth transfer, or charitable giving, our diversifi ed portfolios 

can help you reach your goals. 

We start with our Wealth Forecasting SystemSM and a core-capital analysis. These create a foundation for informed 

decision-making based on probabilities for long-run outcomes and short-term volatility. We then implement your strategy 

using highly customized portfolios that are integrated in their construction and designed to be sensitive to risk and taxes.  

TARGETED SERVICES
We also offer a  wide variety of specialized strategies that all have one thing in common: deep research insights. As markets have 

evolved, the opportunity for individuals and families to manage risk, capture return, and further diversify in distinctive ways has 

meaningfully increased. Our experience, expertise, and global footprint uncover thematic and opportunistic investments in both 

public and private markets.

Whether integrated, targeted, or both, our services allow you to invest alongside leading institutions from around the world and 

meet the challenges of today’s investing environment.

PERSONAL BENCHMARKS MATTER MOST
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For all of life’s important questions—whether you’re assessing your cash fl ow or philanthropic capacity, analyzing the sale 

of your business, or planning your legacy—your Bernstein Advisor can help. As your gateway to the entire fi rm, he or she will 

help direct resources and specialized expertise to help crystallize the answers.

OUR RESOURCES ARE VAST...
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For nearly fi ve decades, our clients have always come fi rst. Today’s needs have grown more complex, and our scale and 

scope continue to evolve to anticipate and address them. With everything that has changed, we’re most proud of what has 

not: We approach each relationship as a partnership designed to transcend multiple generations of wealth. 

...OUR RELATIONSHIPS ARE PERSONAL
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Looking for clarity amid today’s complexity?

Together we can create confidence so you can focus on what matters.

Confidence Through Clarity   



bernstein.com
1.212.486.5800




